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Okay, so technically she can’t because I’m immortal. Well, not yet. See, due to the worst case of mistaken identity with my dark-side-loving twin sister at a Goth club called Club Fang, Magnus, a vampire hottie, went for my innocent neck instead of hers. Now if I don’t reverse it in time, Magnus will be my blood mate forever and I’m doomed to be a blood-gulping, pasty, daylight-hating vampire. Believe me, it seriously bites. After the unfortunate slaying of the vampire leader, it’s up to me, my sister, and Magnus to find the one
thing that can solve my problem—the Holy Grail. No joke. I seriously hope I can get out of this in time, because somehow, I scored the hottest prom date in my school, the mouth-watering Jake Wilder. And I do not want to be a vampire for the prom—let alone the rest of eternity...
When part of a murdered body is discovered on a running trail in a sleepy Tennessee town, three agents from the FBI's elite Special Crimes Unit are dispatched to investigate and discover an unearthly series of killings, in a conclusion to a trilogy that includes Blood Sins and Blood Dreams. Reprint.
"The action blended nicely with the dramatic tension to make this an unputdownable read. Fantasy readers will love this story." — N. N. Light's Book Heaven. Dretlon Valley has been conquered, but now the city of Maldra has caught wind of a new threat stirring in Southern Elabrium. Rumors tell of not just adepts being possessed by the dreaded wraiths, but essentia, the common people, are turning against one another. Behaviour that was once only characteristic of necrom is revealing itself in them too. ? Has the world gone
wrong? Have the laws of elemental magic broken, or is there something more? Jake and Louie have to not only find out, but face more danger than ever to get to the bottom of it. All the while they struggle to learn who among their friends have turned... and if they can bring them back.
My father always said fear was a weakness. Well, that's easy to say when you don't have to worry about vampire slayers or holy water. I hate fear, but undead life goes on. In the two months since I was attacked in the hospital morgue and turned into a vampire, I've killed my evil sire, Cyrus, fallen in love with my new sire, Nathan, and have even gotten used to drinking blood. Just when things are finally returning to normal—as normal as they can be when sunlight can kill you—Nathan becomes possessed. And then he slaughters
an innocent human. Now it's my job to find Nathan before the Voluntary Vampire Extinction Movement does, because they're just waiting for an excuse to terminate him—and anyone foolish enough to help him. But it gets worse. It turns out that Nathan's been possessed by one of the most powerful and wicked vampires alive—the Soul Eater. And who knows what vile plan he's concocted? With the Soul Eater and my possessed sire on the loose, I have a lot to fear. Including being killed. Again.
Ghost Hunter Series Book III
Blood Ties Book Four: All Souls' Night
Bloodties
Shares the consequences of parents' inability to love their offspring in a story of neglect, avoidance, and banishment spanning three generations
Morbius the Living Vampire seeks to end his curse of a thirst for blood, and to stop a demonic cult from unleashing hell on Earth. Seeking to cure his rare blood disorder, Dr. Michael Morbius instead cursed himself with an insatiable lust for human blood. While trying to cure his horrific condition, he has become allied with Amanda Saint, whose sister Catherine is one of the leaders of the Demon-Fire Cult. Also known as Poison Lark, Catherine Saint has two goals above all else. She seeks to bring Satan to Earth, thus unleashing the powers of Hell, and to kill Morbius and Amanda. When Morbius and Amanda follow the
cult's trail to New York City, they run afoul of an underground fight club that uses monsters as their pawns in the arena. The club captures Morbius and he becomes the star attraction, forced to kill or be killed.
In this twisted dark cartel romance, revenge and hate collide with the past... As Ada adjusts to the hellish predicament she finds herself in, one thing becomes painfully clear-Domino isn't the only monster with her life in his hands. And by no means is he the most dangerous. Jaguar brings with him a wealth of mystery-and violence-that threatens to rock what little ground with Domino she's managed to gain. In the end, Ada will have to make a choice with both her life and her body on the line. Only one man can offer her mercy should he choose to. The other... Doom. If only she knew which fate would hurt less-losing her
freedom, or losing her heart?
"Dark, delicious and full of surprises, the Blood Coven series is like vampire candy." -New York Times bestselling author Heather Brewer. Officially back in the arms of her vampire boyfriend Magnus, Sunny finds she still can't forget the gentle mortal Jayden who once saved her life. When darkness threatens to steal his humanity, Sunny must make a choice: stay true to her love, or defy him in a desperate attempt to save Jayden's soul. Meanwhile, the Blood Coven is gearing up for a showdown with a splinter group of Slayer Inc. It's Vampires vs. Slayers in a showdown that could cost Sunny not only her heart...but also her
life.
Blood Ties Vampire Anthology
Boys that Bite
The Last Mile
A Bishop/Special Crimes Unit Novel
There is no calm before the Storm Detective Jake Castillo returns with a vengeance in Dark Storm, the second installment of the Blood Ties trilogy. Two years after the Night Slasher killings, Castillo finds himself slowly losing control of everything in his life his relationship with his son is non-existent, and his friendships on the force are deteriorating due to his increasingly reckless ways. Jake's vendetta against Frank Colon has also come to a momentary pause due to the detective's relationship with the crimelord's daughter, Melissa. But the two enemies form an uneasy alliance when Melissa becomes
involved with King Mike Ramirez, a young upstart who has become a threat to Colon's criminal empire. Jake's intervention quickly leads to him getting caught in the middle of a war between the two men. In the midst of these distractions, Jake finds himself the target of a vicious killer who is determined to pick up where Kurt Austin left off, leaving a trail of bodies for the detective to find as he challenges Jake to stop him. A violent tale of family loyalty and revenge, Blood Ties: Dark Storm is the gritty continuation of the saga of Jake Castillo, a New York City detective who survives the streets of a corrupt
and wicked city by delivering his own brand of justice.
When ER doctor Carrie Ames is attacked in the morgue one night by areanimated corpse, it's the beginning of a whole new "life" for her. As she discovers what she has become, she enters the world of mythiccreatures of the night and is plunged into a monumental strugglebetween those who would restrain the powers of vampires and those whoaspire to dominate mankind. Enter the spine-tingling realm ofJennifer Armintrout's Blood Ties and be swept up inheartstopping thrills and dark passions. Bundle includes: BloodTies Book One: The Turning, Blood Ties Book Two: Possession, BloodTies Book
Three: Ashes to Ashes and Blood Ties Book Four: AllSouls' Night.
At the heart of an ancient prophecy is young Lucas, who has the sole power to save two medieval kingdoms from destruction . . . but will he discover this ultimate secret before it s too late? Lucas has been raised as a blacksmith s son; an outsider ostracized by the other village children. One night at a nearby monastery, a mysterious black stone whispers a haunting premonition to Lucas. When his father is murdered, the monks take Lucas in, convinced he is an extraordinary hero foretold by destiny. However, a restless Lucas runs off to join a circus where he draws the attention of the powerful King
Itan, who believes Lucas is one of the chosen ̶a group of boys who are descendants of great warriors. The king will stop at nothing to compel Lucas to join his chosen army, all while the soldiers who killed Lucas's father are closing in. Before long, Lucas is embroiled in a plot to defeat the king while an unseen enemy begins planning to bring the young man down before he learns of his remarkable power. This first novel of L. Waithman s richly imagined fantasy series will leave you eagerly awaiting Lucas s next adventure.
Featuring a forward by the Queen of Occult Horror, Sarah E. England. Relentless paranormal investigator Malachi Hunter and his team are back in Book Four of the Ghost Hunter Series. Hopefully your sixth sense has prepared you for the ghastly, supernatural terror which is to come in this installment! Mild-mannered Charles Chandler is all set to enjoy a well-earned early retirement with his family. However, after they relocate to a new residence, eerie and frightening things begin to take place in their home. A terrified Charles reaches out to Mal, and the hunt begins. Although - who is actually the one
being hunted this time around? At the same time, a fresh band of ruthless occultists have their sights set on a familiar yet deadly target. They are determined to capture and subjugate Camulos, the Celtic God of Warfare. The callous group will soon find themselves on a direct collision course with Mal and his exceptional team. A terrifying supernatural and hard fantasy encounter which is bound to produce some very nasty results. However, who will ultimately prevail? Mal and his team may be in well over their heads this time. Come join them on their journey and be sure not to miss the other chilling
titles in the Ghost Hunter Series! The Novice Ghost Hunter Ghost Hunter: A Matter of Faith Ghost Hunter: Of Gods and Ghosts Ghost Hunter: Remnants and Revenants Ghost Hunter: Pariahs
Blood Ties Book Three: Ashes to Ashes
A Story of Falconry and Fatherhood
Blood Ties in Chef Voleur
Blood Ties: The Second

After the Storm, nothing is Forsaken. The saga of New York City Detective Jake Castillo comes to a head in the final installment of the Blood Ties trilogy, The Forsaken. In an effort to leave his painful memories behind, Jake relocates to the Midtown South Police Precinct, where his reputation has quickly preceded him. The detective soon finds himself investigating the murder of a high class escort, which quickly leads him to the heart of Manhattan’s Financial
District and several high-powered executives with secrets that they would kill to keep. Castillo’s life gets more complicated when his older brother returns to New York City for one final score that puts him directly in the sights of the Maxwell Brothers, two of Harlem’s most notorious underworld figures. Meanwhile, the hatred between the detective and crime boss Frank Colon is reignited, leading to a chain of events that will ultimately force the detective to
choose between his loyalty to his family, and the reckoning of his greatest enemy. A complex tale of family loyalty and unrelenting vengeance, The Forsaken is the violent conclusion of the Blood Ties trilogy featuring Jake Castillo, a New York City Detective who is haunted by the demons of his past as he delivers justice on the streets of a corrupt city.
I am no coward. I want to make that perfectly clear. But after my life turned into a horror movie, I take fear a lot more seriously now. I finally became Dr Carrie Ames just eight months ago. Then I was attacked in the hospital morgue by a vampire. Now I m a vampire and it turns out I have a blood tie to the monster who sired me. And of course he's one of the most evil vampires on earth. With my sire hell-bent on turning me into a soulless killer and his sworn
enemy set to exterminate me, things couldn't get much worse except I m attracted to them both. Drinking blood, living as an immortal demon and being a pawn between two warring vampire factions isn't exactly how I'd imagined my future. But, as my father used to say, the only way to conquer fear is to face it. So that s what I ll do. Fangs bared. Love Sookie Stackhouse and Bella Swan? It s time to meet newly turned vampire Carrie Ames.
The adventure continues in this third book in the New York Times bestselling series. Erdas is a land of balance. A rare link, the spirit animal bond, bridges the human and animal worlds. Conor, Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan each have this gift-and the grave responsibility that comes with it. But the Conquerors are trying to destroy this balance. They're swallowing whole cities in their rush for power-including Meilin's home. Fed up with waiting and ready to fight, Meilin
has set off into enemy territory with her spirit animal, a panda named Jhi. Her friends aren't far behind . . . but they're not the only ones. The enemy is everywhere.
For David Adams Richards, blood ties is not merely a figure of speech, but an assertion of the reality of life in small-town Canada, where blood ties people in countless, almost unknowable ways to friends, community, and landscape. The lives of three generations of MacDurmots form a Miramichi Valley family portrait that is beguiling, insightful, witty, and tender. Employing dazzling angles of vision and fast-shifting perspectives, Richards captures the inner lives
of his characters with sympathy and understanding. From the Paperback edition.
Darke Academy: 2: Blood Ties
Blood Ties Book One: The Turning
Morbius: The Living Vampire - Blood Ties
Blood Ties Bundle
I have reached my breaking point. And now I will not, cannot be stopped. With the Soul Eater on the verge of god status, it's time for me to take a final stand, even if it means losing everything I love. Even if it means losing my life. I've got plenty of power on my side, and some I didn't know I could count on in the first place. But it's nothing compared to the army of the undead the Soul Eater is building up. And time is running out. They say that good always triumphs over evil. I hope that's true. Because the odds aren't in our favor, and the fate of the world is in our hands.
Beth is Victor's pet project, created to fuel the hatred between Damon and himself. Beth is the only woman Damon ever loved and lost, can he save her from their maker's evil scheme and herself? In a city under siege from rogues can one vampire with a conscience save them all? Damon is the tormented loner that has been outcast by his maker and his brethren. Can he save his human friends, his beloved Beth, humans, and vampires alike? Read the second installment in the Bloodlines Trilogy to see who will survive if any.
As the Conquerors try to destroy Erdas, Meilin--fed up with waiting and ready to fight--sets off into enemy territory with her spirit animal, a panda named Jhi.
A dark tale set in the world of Eridia. Jesus Christ XIV has spent his life in thrall to the vampires of Merrimont Castle, hidden deep in the remote monster-haunted land called the Wilds. Unlike the other human servants/livestock, who wistfully dream of a life beyond the castle walls, Jesus Christ XIV secretly wishes to become a vampire himself, a being of grace and culture and eternal beauty. And though Ascensions̶the raising of a lowly servant to the ranks of the vampires̶are exceedingly rare, it soon becomes clear that Jesus Christ XIV has indeed been chosen for this signal honor. But on the eve of his
Ascension, everything is thrown into chaos by the unexpected appearance of the legendary vampire hunter named Hull, the very man the vampires fled to the Wilds to escape…
Dark days. Book 2
Dark Storm
Star Wars Legends: Boba Fett - Blood Ties
A Dark Cartel Romance

The New York Times bestselling author pairs a woman in search of her family's truth with a hard-hitting professional treasure hunter in this taut and thrilling new book. As an unknown assailant stalks them across the treacherous Superstition Mountains in Arizona, they race to follow their treasure map’s directions to a hidden trove of gold, but will they survive the danger long enough to reach their prize? “The plot’s heart-stopping twists will keep readers breathless until the final page.” —Publishers Weekly When Abigail Holland awakes to the sound of a nighttime intruder in her
rambling Denver Victorian, she knows exactly what the black shrouded figure is after—the map she recently inherited from her grandfather. Whoever he is, the man who grapples with her, then escapes, is willing to kill for the location of a treasure King Farrell hunted for more than ten years. The Devil’s Gold has claimed hundreds of lives, and it was her grandfather’s obsession. With a killer pursuing her and her own family not to be trusted, Abby decides to take up the search herself. But she’ll need help to do it, and there’s no one better than renowned explorer and treasure hunter
Gage Logan. Despite the instant chemistry between them, Gage is reluctant. Innocent people have been hurt on his watch before. But when Abby shows him a genuine gold ingot she found with the map, his curiosity is piqued. Before long they’re heading into the flash floods and brutal winds of the Superstition Mountains, straight into a passionate entanglement—and the dark heart of danger.
Jack Bush elopes with Cara Lynn Delancey as part of his plan to expose the Delancey family and their secrets, but he does not count on his own feelings getting in the way.
A thousand years ago, the Eleven Domains were invaded and the original inhabitants forced on the road as Travelers, belonging nowhere, welcomed by no-one. Now the Domains are governed with an iron fist by the Warlords, but there are wilder elements to the landscape which cannot be controlled and which may prove their undoing. Some are spirits of place, of water and air and fire and earth. Some are greater than these. And some are human. Bramble: a village girl, whom no-one living can tame ... forced to flee from her home for a crime she did not commit. Ash: apprentice to a
safeguarder, forced to kill for an employer he cannot escape. Saker: an enchanter, who will not rest until the land is returned to his people. As their three stories unfold, along with the stories of those whose lives they touch, it becomes clear that they are bound together in ways that not even a stonecaster could foresee - bound by their past, their future, and their blood.
Being a vampire is a life-or-death situation. When I was first turned, I had only my survival to worry about. Now I'm locked in a battle for the existence of the entire human race--and the cards are definitely stacked against me. The Voluntary Vampire Extinction Movement headquarters are destroyed, and their pet horror, the Oracle, is on the loose. She'll stop at nothing to turn the world into a vampire's paradise, even if it means helping the Soul Eater become a god and harnessing his power for her own evil ends. An ancient vampire, a blood-sucking near deity and oh, yeah, my
presently human former sire thrown into the mix. I say bring it on. May the best monster win.
A Bane Pack Novel
Spirit Animals: Book 3: Blood Ties
Blood Ties Book Two: Possession
Blood Ties that Bind
Blood is thicker—and more tempting—than water Finally, school’s out for summer. To avoid the lethal sun, the Nocturne family is taking a trip to Isla Necrata, the exclusive resort owned by the Half-Light Consortium, whose destinations are always located near a natural disaster, which makes for plenty of vampire fun. But for Oliver, it’s hard to look forward to a big dose of time with his family when everything he does seems to disappoint them. Luckily, they stop to visit some Old World relatives in Morosia on the way. Though Oliver’s grandparents may be bloodthirsty and gothic, at least they still seem to
like him. And the timing is convenient: Emalie is in nearby Rome searching for the oracle who may be the key to Oliver’s prophecy. But what the three friends discover in the ruins of Rome and the dark passages of Morosia will forever change their understanding of Oliver’s destiny and the dangerous lengths to which Half-Light would go to see the prophecy fulfilled.
Raised in rural England before the rise of the internet, Ben Crane grew up in the company of wild things, with hawks and other birds of prey alive in his mind—and woods and fields—as symbols of a kind of self-possessed, solitary power. He spent time with them, knew them, and loved them. But as Crane grew into adulthood, situations that may seem to many of us natural, or even comforting, were challenging: he found it difficult to be around other people and to read social cues, sometimes retreating in fear or lashing out in misunderstanding. Eventually, he was diagnosed as being on the autism spectrum.
When Crane became a father, these challenges became unbearable, and he fled to isolation. Hawks brought him back. In this artful and moving memoir, we follow Crane on his remarkable journey of flight and return. Traveling from the United Kingdom to Pakistan, we learn first about the history and practice of falconry, a beautiful and brutal partnership between humans and birds that has persisted for thousands of years. And as Crane’s personal story unfolds, we come to understand how he found solace and insight through his relationships with these animals. “I saw that my feelings toward nature,
and birds of prey in particular, ran in parallel with my feelings for my son,” Crane writes. “I worked out that they were, in fact, two sides of the same coin—the deep love of one could, with gentle observation, inform and unlock the deep love for the other. . . . Perhaps this then is the central theme of my story.” Many of us rely upon animal companions to provide a sense of joy, compassion, and empathy. But as Blood Ties teaches us, our relationships with the creatures among us can also transform us, illuminating what it means both to be human and to be part of the greater wild—what it means to be alive.
The truth will set you free—if it doesn't get you killed Savannah Slade is not the person she thought she was. The reading of her "father's" will has led her to a world-shattering revelation: her sisters are not her blood kin—and she may be the heiress to a massive fortune. Her not-quite-fiancé Judd doesn't care where she came from—he only wants her by his side. But the primal need to uncover her past wins out, and Savannah trades the Montana ranges for Miami's moneyed oceanside enclaves. The wealthy and powerful Stoss family is less than overjoyed to find that Gerald Stoss's daughter has emerged from
the past. But theirs is a clan seldom troubled by…inconveniences. They've always had the means to eradicate any blemish on their perfect lives. One more won't make a difference.
I'm no coward. I want to make that perfectly clear. But after my life turned into a horror movie, I take fear a lot more seriously now. I finally became Dr. Carrie Ames just eight months ago. Then I was attacked in the hospital morgue by a vampire. Just my luck. So now I'm a vampire, and it turns out I have a blood tie to the monster who sired me. The tie works like an invisible leash and I'm bound to him no matter what I do. And of course he's one of the most evil vampires on earth. With my sire hell-bent on turning me into a soulless killer and his sworn enemy set to exterminate me, things couldn't get
much worse — except I'm attracted to them both. Drinking blood, living as an immortal demon and being a pawn between two warring vampire factions isn't exactly how I'd imagined my future. But as my father used to say, the only way to conquer fear is to face it. So that's what I'll do. Fangs bared.
Blood Ties
Ghost Hunter: Blood Ties
The dark and gripping crime read of 2019 you won't want to put down
A Novel
New York Times bestselling author Kay Hooper takes us to the outer reaches of fear in Blood Ties, as the Special Crimes Unit is targeted by a monster intent on destroying both Noah Bishop and his people. A series of grisly murders has left a trail of blood across three states, bringing the Special Crimes Unit to a small Tennessee town. There, two more brutal killings lure Noah Bishop and the SCU into what may be the ultimate trap, and lead Special Agent Hollis Templeton into a dangerous attraction—and a serial murder investigation that turns very, very personal. In her time with the SCU, Hollis has shown an uncanny
ability to survive even the deadliest attacks. But what she can’t know is that this killer intends to destroy the team from within. As the body count climbs, and Bishop and his agents race to uncover the true identity of their enemy, not even their special senses can warn them just how bloody, and how terrifyingly close, the truth will be.
It’s hard to catch a bloodthirsty killer if you don’t know she’s undead. Wesley Pierce just made detective, and he’s at a serious disadvantage. He’s been drawn into a string of unusual murders committed by a creature that doesn’t exist. The victims are all handsome men at the top of their game, murdered by a woman with supernatural strength. His brother Gabriel knows something he doesn’t: that Wesley’s killer is a vampire. Gabriel Pierce is a hunter — a supernatural predator who slays witches and werewolves. Wesley has no idea what his brother does after dark, but Gabriel knows Wesley is no match for a vamp. He’s
determined to stake the killer before Wesley gets too close. But to do that, he’ll have to enlist the help of a sexy rival hunter. When Gabriel provokes the killer to lure her out of hiding, Wesley becomes a pawn in her twisted game. Can Gabriel stake the killer vamp before it’s too late? *** This novella contains adult themes.
I am confronted by my emotions. Maggie Sullivan -- me -- is a good woman but there are things that torment me. My life is so complicated most days I just pour another glass of wine and try to roll with the flow. When we are attacked in our home and invaded, Antonio and Niccolo deliver the final blow to the Russian's and it costs us dearly. I nearly lose them both in the process and my Sanity all but walks out the door. Then I suddenly am faced with a heart wrenching reality -- I am utterly and completely in love with someone else -- someone that shows me what true love really is. The lust and desire I have for this one
man is overwhelming and I must make a decision that will be catastrophic to more lives than just mine.
A novel dealing with a family in conflict, and the bond between a father and his adult children, set against the background of people-trafficking and its impact in Britain today.
An Anthology
Mine
The Forsaken
An Action Packed Novel of Suspense
Blood Ties Vampire Anthology produces six brilliant authors composing vampire short stories. Sink your human teeth into fantasy vampire tales of romance, lust, and greed. Inhuman crave for blood and affection in this fantastic anthology. Authors express their fictional qualities of vampires and creativity with the blood of the pen.
Homicide detective Ellen Ridley is tracking a serial killer terrorizing young women in the San Francisco Bay Area, and son she must team up with the killer's soon, Stephen Tregear, a hacker and code breaker who works for U.S. naval intelligence.
Adele Robinson is in prison, convicted for the murder of her abusive father. Her brother Peter is building his criminal empire on the outside, but when he gets involved in a bloody turf war it's only Adele who can help. Book 2 in the gritty trilogy which started with Born Bad.
The Darke Academy is a school like no other. An élite establishment that moves to an exotic new city every term, its students are impossibly beautiful, sophisticated and rich. This term the secretive Darke Academy has moved to New York, and Cassie Bell is no longer the innocent new girl. Now she is strong, determined, and hiding secrets of her own. For Cassie has been introduced to the world of the Few and is struggling to come to terms with her astonishing powers, a dangerous romance and the malevolent spirit inside her, demanding to be fed. When an old enemy returns, bent on revenge, Cassie is tested to the limit.
Can she rescue her friends from a horrific fate, or will she end up destroying them to save herself? Wherever the Darke Academy goes, death is never far behind ...
The Turning

Blood TiesThe dark and gripping crime read of 2019 you won't want to put downHead of Zeus Ltd
The galaxy's most feared bounty hunter blazes into the spotlight! Years ago, Boba Fett's father Jango took on an important mission with a big payday. But things went awry, and now Boba must pick up the pieces! Then, a rumor spreads that Boba Fett is dead -- but who is picking off his "killers" one by one? Can the son of one of Jango Fett's clones learn the truth? Plus, Boba takes on big bounties, battles the Empire and faces down an imposter in more tales of the fan-favorite in the
Mandalorian armor! COLLECTING: Star Wars: Blood Ties (2010) 1-4; Star Wars: Blood Ties - Boba Fett Is Dead (2012) 1-4; Star Wars: Empire (2002) 7, 28; Star Wars: Boba Fett (1997) 1/2; Star Wars: Boba Fett - Twin Engines of Destruction (1997) 1; Star Wars: Boba Fett - Agent of Doom (2000) 1; material from Star Wars Tales (1997) 7
Six months has passed since Kendra Henner was turned into a werewolf and a lot has happened since then. A new treaty with the Order of the Defaeco Knights was made. Now her and the Bane Pack fight alongside them in an effort to keep humanity safe from the monsters that would prey on them. But a new threat is headed her way and one that is vastly more powerful than anything she has faced so far. She must stand against her own fears and find the strength to fight the unbeatable.
In Hunter, a newcomer shows up, but are they friend or foe? In Goddess, she comes face to face with an ancient evil hell bent on destroying everything she is. In Vampire, a powerful new force is created to destroy her and her pack. In Death, she must face a band of seemingly invincible vampires lead by a man with more than enough motivation to wipe out all werewolves. Continue the story of the Bane Pack in Blood Ties: The Second.
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